
Uncommon Places 

The eight photographers (one as collective) are: 

  

Luise Hardegg 

The photographs of LUISE HARDEGG appear archaic and at the same time “zeitgeist” - looking 

like stills from films or moods as they occur to eccentric fashion designers. The viewer might 

wonder what happened before, during, and after the recording of the image.  

In her own words Hardegg describes photography as risky, honest and spontaneous. It awakens 

her extrovert side. She is looking for special people or places to watch and eventually to get 

her ideas about a scenery, often seen as some sort of déjà-vu.  

Showcases, for her personally difficult to approach without a camera. With the excerpt shown, 

Hardegg is taking the viewer into another world by creating mysterious, disturbing and 

sometimes scary atmospheres. Hardegg studied photography at the Academy of Fine Arts 
Vienna and holds a Master from Goldsmith University as well as a Bachelor from London 
Institute.  

 

Wolfgang Bohusch 

In January 2017 WOLFGANG BOHUSCH stayed in a tent for two weeks in Maroccos Sahara 

desert. Under very special conditions during his work for the series silicon based creatures 
Bohusch experienced a period of intense meditation. Details and blurred outlines make it 

difficult to recognize the shape of the image at once. Pattern recognition takes place only 

through the perception of the seemingly random forms and structures. The viewer is 

encouraged to look more closely in order to get lost in the work and to let the subconscious 

mind wander - in order to finally be able to find his own associations. Bohusch started 

experimenting with old darkroom equipment of his grandmother from the early age of 13. After 

studying photography for 5 years at die Graphische, Vienna he started working as Production 

Manager for advertising film production companies. Ever since 2012 he has been working on 

commissioned, as well as on his personal projects. 

 

Bruno Klomfar 

Architectural structures of the 1960s and 1970s, manifestations of utopias so often built in 

concrete, inspired BRUNO KLOMFAR to his PAST FUTURE series. Exploratory journeys through a 

once future-oriented era, now slipped into the past. Showplaces are cities like Berlin, Hamburg, 

Paris, Bratislava, Brussels, Milan, Sofia, London and Zürich, where he not only traced icons of 

recent architectural history but also interesting buildings in danger of demolition due to 

insufficient heritage protection laws. The projection of a “past future” onto the current state of 

architecture brings facets to the forefront allowing the different layers of time to coexist 

parallel in a complex interweaving. The shown sequence Plants and Towers from the 

series PAST FUTURE focuses on architecture interacting with its environment. In concrete 

terms, the focus is on the surrounded green space: This „grown" space generates interesting 

ensembles in combination with its architectural neighbours. Klomfar studied Philosophy, taught 

himself photography and audiovisual media, and was a cameraman mostly for experimental 

film and video productions. He began specializing in architectural photography in 1995 and has 

been intensely collaborating with architects, cultural institutions,  and artists for over 20 years 

now. 

 

Renée Del Missier 

RENÈE Del MISSIER studied photography and visual media at die Graphische, Vienna. She 

teaches at photography school, Vienna. As part of her work as a photographer, Del Missier 

focuses on architectural photography. Within her freelance artistic work series pinhole 
chamber Renée Del Missier is creating an oversized camera obscura: apartments an hotel 



rooms become a pinhole camera. While sitting inside, watching the streetlife, nature, traffic or 

backyard, she is bringing the outside life into a private intimate room. All is upside down and 

interfering with the interiors. Except the little light through the little hole nothing goes outside 

but in a very silent and yet pulsing way the world outside comes into the room. 

 

Monika Nguyen 

The contribution of Set Designer and Photographer MONIKA NGUYEN to the exhibition 

UNCOMMON PLACES is part of her photographic series relatively remote/remote relatives. 

Even though the breathtaking showplaces presented are very diverse geographically as well as 

climatically there can be seen linking structures within all the diversity. The series can be 

interpreted as text, whereby first the sense must be detected to understand before the 

interpretation steps in. The viewers attention focuses on atmosphere, expression and style of 

presentation: Monika Nguyens photographs can be seen as reading in which nature, space and 

people are being explored. She is interested in large areas as well as into details. One of the 

presented photographs is taken in Qaqortoq, (Greenland) und illustrates the interest in shape, 

contours and patterns, and shows colors of varying intensity gradually merging into one 

another.  

Nguyen studied Set Design for Stage and Film at the University of Applied Arts Vienna and 

Parsons School of Design/ New York City. Furthermore she studied Art Theory at the University 
of Applied Arts Vienna and Tokyo University of the Art. 
 

Six & Petritsch 

In order to travel and trace the length of the Earth’s circumference, NICOLE SIX and PAUL 

PETRITSCH generated a concentrated, closed situation with their series `Around the world´: 

they drove their Saxy moped vehicles/ small motorcycle on a two-kilometer-long former 

racetrack in northern Spain at an average speed of approximately forty kilometers per hour. It 

lies on the prime meridian, and its round shape recalls a distorted sphere or globe (the Earth). 

With exact measured Earth’s rotation and the proportions to the sun and its orbit around the 

center of the galaxy. Using a pinhole camera that advances one position each day a twenty-

four-hour exposures was made. The images, inscribed on analog film, capture the entire period 

of their journey, but Six and Petritsch are invisible because of the long exposure. Nicole Six and 

Paul Petritsch are based in Vienna and collaborate since 1997 on performative, filmic, 

photographic and sculptural works. 

 

Laurent Ziegler 

LAURENT ZIEGLER studied Political Science at the University of Vienna and completed 

educational programs in contemporary dance and film. Laurent Ziegler´s recently done photo 

series Closeness examines ways we are connected with each other, how we reach out, ask and 

receive, approach or leave one another. How are bonds formed: just discovered or experienced 

for years? Qualities that are primarily visible to the inner eye. Photography as an attempt to 

capture the interaction of diversity and the diversity of interaction. Zieglers perception of the 

body as a landscape structure and a carrier for memory derives from years as a professional 

dancer where he explored respective issues through different media. His approach is 

processdriven and focuses on photography as well as on installation and performative work. 

The series Closeness proves to be a lens through which to look at the fundamental changes in 

our society. An open space to ruminate over human interaction and its value to our very own 

existence. 

 


